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Time-resolved transient grating techniques~TG! arising from four-wave mixing~FWM! processes
are explored for the study of molecular dynamics in gas-phase systems ranging from single atoms
to large polyatomic molecules. For atomic species such as Ar and Xe, each TG signal shows only
a peak at zero time delay when all three incident pulses are overlapped temporally. For diatomic O2
and N2 and linear triatomic CS2 molecules, the TG signals exhibit ground state rotational wave
packet recurrences that can be analyzed to obtain accurate rotational constants for these molecules.
With heavier systems such as HgI2, ground state vibrational and rotational wave packet dynamics
are observed. Resonant excitation allows us to select between measurements that monitor wave
packet dynamics, i.e., populations in the ground or excited states or coherences between the two
electronic states. To illustrate these two cases we chose theX→B transition in I2. TG measurements
yield dynamic information characteristic of vibrational and rotational wave packets from the ground
and excited states. Reverse transient grating~RTG! experiments monitor the time evolution of an
electronic coherence between the ground and excited states which includes vibrational and
rotational information as well. Early time TG signal for the polyatomic samples CH2Cl2, CH2Br2,
benzene, and toluene exhibit a coherence coupling feature at time zero followed by rotational
dephasing. Differences in the amplitude of these two components are related to the contributions
from the isotropic and anisotropic components of the molecular polarizability. A theoretical
formalism is developed and used successfully to interpret and simulate the experimental transients.
The measurements in this study provide gas-phase rotational and vibrational dephasing information
that is contrasted, in the case of CS2, with liquid-phase measurements. This comparison provides a
time scale for intramolecular dynamics, intermolecular collisions, and solvation dynamics. ©1999









































The past decade has witnessed rapid growth of real-t
molecular dynamics investigation using ultrashort la
pulses.1–4 Various probing techniques have been exploited
this endeavor. Particularly, third- or higher-order nonline
techniques have been employed increasingly in recent y
for studying molecular dynamics in the gas-phase envir
ment. Techniques similar to coherent transient birefringe
in vapor samples, pioneered by Heritageet al. in the pico-
second regime,5 were recognized by Fayer and co-worke
for their potential for probing gas-phase dynamics.6–8 Ex-
amples of such novel techniques extended to the femto
ond time scale include degenerate four-wave mix
~DFWM!9,10 and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scatter
~CARS!.11,12 In this study, we examine the different types
dynamics that can be observed by time-resolved transi
grating~TG! techniques involving four-wave mixing~FWM!
nonlinear optical processes. The name ‘‘transient grating
used here to highlight the fact that most of the informat
obtained in these experiments derives from the time-orde
a!Current address: George R. Harrison Spectroscopy Laboratory, Mass
setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.















of various ultrashort pulses and not from high-resolution f
quency tuning. We explore the TG signals from a series
atomic, diatomic, and polyatomic systems. A theoreti
framework is included that takes into account the differe
third-order nonlinear processes that contribute to the
served signals. From this analysis formulae are derived
analyze the vibrational and rotational dynamics observed
the experimental transients for both resonant and
resonant excitation.
Most ultrafast experiments on molecular dynamics in
gas phase have been carried out using the pump–p
technique.1–4 In these experiments, a pump laser initiates
dynamics of a system typically through a one-photon exc
tion process. In a few studies multiphoton excitation by t
pump laser has been utilized to access higher-lying e
tronic or vibrational states.13–17 For the probe process, var
ous techniques have been used; examples include linear
niques such as absorption and laser induced fluoresc
~LIF! and nonlinear techniques such as fluorescence
conversion and multiphoton excitation followed by phot
ionization or photoelectron detection.1–4 The formalisms for
quantitative analysis of these measurements, i.e., the ex
tion of vibrational and rotational populations, are we
known.18–20 One of the goals of this work is to extend th
level of understanding to the quantitative analysis of ultraf
hu-






































































5773J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusmolecular dynamics measured by gas-phase transient gr
experiments arising from four-wave mixing nonlinear pr
cesses.
Although time-resolved third-order nonlinear optic
techniques have long been used in condensed phases21–34
only recently have these novel probes been applied to
study of femtosecond dynamics in the gas phase.9–12Hayden
and Chandler used femtosecond time-resolved CARS
study coherent rotational dephasing of large gas-ph
molecules.11 Zewail and co-workers used DFWM for prob
ing real-time reaction dynamics.9 They demonstrated thre
types of arrangements: DFWM, pump pulse followed
DFWM probing, and pump pulse followed by a control pul
with the depletion dynamics probed by DFWM. Schm
et al. have studied iodine vapor using time-resolved CA
and DFWM.10,12,35,36By varying the time delay of one of th
incident pulses while maintaining the other two incide
pulses fixed, they showed that vibrational and rotational
namics can be observed for both the ground and excited e
tronic states.
The time resolution of four-wave mixing measureme
depends on two different parameters. The first is related
the time duration of the laser pulses interrogating the sam
The second is related to the coherence time of the la
pulses, i.e., the Fourier transform of the spectral width of
laser.37 The observation of femtosecond vibrational dyna
ics can be achieved with nanosecond laser pulses prov
they have a broad spectral bandwidth.38 Experiments using
nanosecond sources obtain purely the information tha
contained in the steady-state absorption spectrum, whic
Fourier transformed and convolved by the coherence len
of the light source. The easy availability of broad-band lig
sources with extremely short coherence lengths make th
kinds of measurements, which are similar to Fourier tra
form infrared spectroscopy, very attractive.38 However, it is
worth noting the advantages of experiments obtained w
femtosecond pulses. For these experiments, the laser int
gation of the sample is complete within a time-scale tha
short compared to various dephasing mechanisms. Th
fore, by using femtosecond pulses in FWM measureme
~a! the onset of electronic vibrational and rotational deph
ing can be directly observed,39 ~b! there is a possibility to
control the temporal ordering of the three electric fields a
their relative phases,40 ~c! four-wave mixing and six-wave
mixing are easily accessible because of the nonlinear de
dence of these techniques on laser intensity,41 ~d! frequency
chirps can be used to control the wave packet tha
launched by each laser interaction with the sample,42 and~e!
for chemical reactions one is able to interrogate the transi
states, i.e., observe as the reactants become products
additional sensitivity gained with ultrashort pulses mak
off-resonant measurements easily accessible.
Here we report a systematic study of femtosecond tim
resolved transient-grating experiments on atomic, diatom
triatomic, and larger molecular systems. Our goal is to de
onstrate the various types of molecular dynamics access
and to provide a semiempirical formalism to extract quan
tative information from TG and related four-wave mixin





































experimental arrangements in Secs. II and III, the focus w
turn to presenting and interpreting the various types of
transients observed experimentally.
II. THEORY
Theoretical treatments of time-dependent four-wa
mixing signals are abundant in the literature.37,43 Here, a re-
view of the results relevant to this study will be presente
A. General considerations
One of the most physically intuitive explanations
time-resolved four-wave mixing techniques is based on
formation of transient gratings by the incident lasers.6,44,45
Consider three incident light pulses with electric fiel
Ea(t), Eb(t), and Ec(t) interacting with a medium. From
re on we will assume that the three fields are identica
terms of pulse envelope and frequency components, i.e.,
are degenerate; however, this is not to be considered
necessary condition. At the crossing of two beams, the s
tial modulation of their electric fields varies due to constru
tive and destructive interference@see Fig. 1~a!#. The mol-
cules in the interaction region experience varying elec
field intensities according to their position and this leads
the formation of a transient grating of polarized molecules
space. The formation of the grating does not require that
FIG. 1. Gratings formed in the forward box configuration.~a! Formation of
a transient grating by two electric fields. Note that the direction of
grating bisects the angle between the fields. Areas of higher absolute ele
field are darker.~b! Grating formed betweenEa andEb . Note thatEc Bragg
scatters into the upper right corner resulting in the signal-beam. This oc
for t>0. ~c! Grating formed betweenEb and Ec . Note thatEa Bragg
scatters into the upper right corner resulting in the signal-beam. This oc
for t<0. ~d! Schematic of the pulse sequence in TG measurements. For
case, positivet, the grating is formed by fieldsEa andEb . This signal arises
from the scattering of fieldEc . ~e! Schematic of the pulse sequence in RT
measurements. For this case, negative, the grating is formed by fieldsEc











































































5774 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantustwo crossing beams coincide in time as long as the cohere
is maintained in the sample.46 This property has been ex
ploited in photon echo experiments where the time de
between the lasers is used to probe the coherence deph
time.37,47–50 The transient grating formation can be prob
easily by the detection of Bragg scattering of a third la
beam.6,44,45
Experimentally, there are various configurations that c
be used to observe the FWM signal. For our studies, we h
chosen the forward box arrangement as shown in Fig. 1
cause it provides the best temporal resolution and ph
matching between the incident fields.51,52 For all cases, the
FWM signal that is detected at the upper right corner of
forward box, as shown in Fig. 1, is defined by the wa
vector ks5ka2kb1kc . Note that other FWM signals ar
possible and they are observable in other directions. In
manuscript we restricted our measurements such thatEa nd
Eb are coincident in time andEc is scanned. When fieldsEa
andEb precedeEc , it is called positive time; negative tim
refers to fieldEc precedingEa and Eb . In Sec. II B we
describe the transient gratings formed in these two case
Based on the relative timing of the three fields, one c
envision three types of gratings being formed.44,45,53The first
one, shown in Fig. 1~b!, involvesEa andEb forming a grat-
ing in the horizontal plane from whichEc scatters for posi-
tive delay times,t. The second arrangement, shown in F
1~c!, involves Ec and Eb forming a grating in the vertica
plane with subsequent scattering ofEa . More information
about this latter configuration, known as reverse trans
grating ~RTG!,54 will be given later. The third grating is
formed byEa and Ec in a diagonal plane, but scattering o
Eb takes place in the directionks5ka2kc1kb which does
not coincide spatially withks5ka2kb1kc . The medium
that constitutes the gratings discussed so far is compose
the sample molecules that in the gas phase move fre
Therefore, molecular dynamics cause the decay and refo
tion of the transient grating. Here we theoretically and e
perimentally explore the ground and excited states vib
tional and rotational populations and the coherence dynam
from gas-phase samples probed by these time-resolved
wave mixing techniques.
The FWM signal intensity,I FWM(t), resulting from the
interaction between the three incident laser pulses and




uP~3!~ks ,t !u2dt, ~1!
where P(3)(ks ,t) represents the time-dependent third-ord
polarization for a given phase matching condition. Th
equation is applicable for homodyne detection. For TG m
surements withks5ka2kb1kc , P
(3)(ks ,t) can be ex-
pressed as37




wherex (3)(t) is the third order susceptibility associated wi
the molecular system,E1 is the electric field of the pulse























scatters from the transient grating. In order to determine w
type of information should be included in the molecular su
ceptibility term, it is important to first analyze the differen
teractions that are possible between the laser fields and
sample.
Calculation of the FWM polarizationP(3)(ks ,t) and as-
sociated susceptibility requires knowledge of the third-or
density operator (3)(t).37,43The explicit form ofr (3)(t) fol-
lows from a perturbative solution of the quantum mechani
Liouville equation that describes the temporal evolution
the system under the influence of the incident electrom
netic fields and the intrinsic relaxation processes.37,43 This
analysis is illustrated schematically by the double-sid
Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2. The diagrams shown are ba
on those by Shen, Mukamel, and Vaccaro who have
plained in great detail the use of these diagrams for the
derstanding of nonlinear spectroscopy.37,43,56 Simplier dia-
grams that alternate up and down transitions between
states often fail to describe differences between populat
and coherences,vide infra.
B. Resonant excitation
First we consider the case in which the three laser fie
are resonant with a two-level system. The diagrams show
Fig. 2 are representations of the time evolution of the den
matrix operatorr and its transformations by the interactio
with the electric fields. The operator is denoted by the t
parallel arrows which correspond to the bra^gu ~on the right!
and the ketug& ~on the left! of the matrix. Time increases
from the bottom to the top. Wavy arrows represent the int
action of each of the fieldsEj with the sample. Those point
ing towards the right correspond toEj exp(2ivjt1ik j•r ),
while those pointing left correspond toEj* exp(ivjt2ik j•r ).
The sign of the first term in these expressions,6 iv j t, is
used to indicate absorption or emission of a photon. Beca
the bra and ket are in dual correspondence to each othe
complex prefactor on a ket appears as the complex conju
prefactor on the corresponding bra.57 Therefore, arrows
pointing towards the center of the diagram indicate pho
absorption while those pointing away indicate photon em
sion. Detection of signal from a particular phase match
configuration, for example,ks5ka2kb1kc as shown in Fig.
1, determines the sign of the individual wave vectors. The
fore, for all diagrams fieldsEa and Ec must be represente
with right pointing arrows,1k j , and field Eb with a left
pointing arrow,2k j .
The first field interaction may involve any one of th
three fields acting on the bra or ket side. This results in
possible alternatives. The second interaction may involve
ther of the two remaining fields acting on the bra or ket si
giving a total of 634 alternatives. Finally the remainin
field can act on the bra or ket side giving a total of 48 po
sible diagrams, representing the transformation of the
tially incoherent ground state mediumr (0) into r (3)(t) for
this phase matching condition.37,43,56
For resonant or near-resonant excitation, not all 48 d
grams contribute to the observed signal. In fact the rotat
wave approximation~RWA! can be used to rule out most o
















5775J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and DantusFIG. 2. Double-sided Feynman diagrams correspond
to four-wave mixing processes observed for pha
matching conditionks5ka2kb1kc . In all cases the
signal, emission from the ket side, has been omitted
clarity. Based on the experimental constraints of o
measurements, beamsEa andEb are overlapped in time
and beamEc can be delayed or advanced with respe
to these beams. The label for each diagram, for exam
abg , indicates the two beams that form the transie
grating and the state in which the population is forme
~a! For positive time delays,Ea andEb form the grating




When Ec scatters from this grating, at positive time
ground state dynamics are obtained.~b! HereEa andEb




(2) . When Ec scatters from this grating, a
positive time, excited state dynamics are obtained.~c!
These diagrams contain beamEc between fieldsEa and
Eb which are overlapped in time. Therefore signal
observed only for times within the laser pulse duratio
~d! For these diagramsEc arrives first and, if resonant
forms a coherence between the ground and exci
states of the formreg
(1) . The coherence is allowed to
evolve for a timet. The coherence dynamics are probe
by the arrival of fieldEb , which forms the grating, and






















canVeg52Vge corresponding to the energy difference betwe
the ground and the excited states; therefore, near-reso
excitation hasv j'Veg , wherev j is the photon frequency
When fieldEa acts on the ket at timet1 , the corresponding
contribution to the susceptibility is proportional tôeum
•Eaug&/(Veg2va). When the denominator is small, in th
case near zero, the contribution is large. However, ifEa acts
on the bra at timet1 , the corresponding denominator
(Vge2va)5(2Veg2va), about twice the optical fre-
quency. Contributions from these antirotating wave p
cesses are very small and can be neglected for weak n
resonant fields. One can identify eight of the 48 diagram
which all three field interactions satisfy the RWA and the
fore these eight diagrams have a significant contribution
the susceptibility. This selection process has been do
mented in the literature.37,56,59
The diagrams shown in Fig. 2 assume near-resonan
citation between two states, labeled hereg and e. Some of
the differences expected for non-resonant excitation
pointed out later in the discussion. Time ordering of ea











arrows and by the time labelst1 , t2 , and t3 . In all eight
cases the last step, corresponding to emission of the si
field from the ket side, has been omitted to simplify the
diagrams. The transformation ofr (0)5ug&^gu, designated as
rgg
(0) , following each laser-sample interaction is labeled
the bra or the ket side. For resonant excitation it is import
to illustrate how the susceptibility tensor for an isolated tw
level system depends on the laser’s frequency. The first




(3) . The nonlinear susceptibility associated wi
















































































5776 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and DantusNotice that once this expression for the susceptibility is
troduced in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, the overall FWM signal de-
pends on the square of the number density of the sampN
and the eighth power of the transition dipolem. Frequency-
resolved DFWM techniques have been proven to yield v
high-resolution spectra, especially for Doppler-free config
rations, taking advantage of the very large reson
enhancement.53,60
The eight diagrams have been divided into four grou
The first group, shown in Fig. 2~a!, represents the four-wav
mixing process allowing the observation of ground st
population dynamics. The diagonal terms of the density m
trix, rgg andree, are associated with populations while th
off-diagonal terms represent coherences. The two diagra
labeledabg andbag , indicate transient grating formation i
the ground staterg8g
(2) or rgg8
(2) by fieldsEa andEb followed by
scattering ofEc after a time delayt indicated by a break in
the time arrows.
The second group of diagrams in Fig. 2~b! depicts the
observation of excited state dynamics at positive time dela
This observation requires that the excited state is long-li
compared to the pulse width of the laser and that the la
pulses are near-resonant with the electronic transitions.
the two diagrams, labeledabe and bae , transient grating
formation in the excited stateree8
(2) or re8e
(2) by Ea and Eb is
followed by scattering ofEc after a time delayt. Figure 1~d!
shows the pulse sequence that gives the TG signals ar
from the diagrams shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!.
The third group of diagrams in Fig. 2~c! contains the two
sequences in whichEc , the field that can be physically de
layed in time in our experimental setup, interacts with t
system after fieldEb but before fieldEa . The signal arising
from these interactions, labeledbce and bcg , is therefore
limited to near-zero time delays because fieldsEa and Eb
coincide in time for all experiments in this study. The d
namics observed for different pulse sequences have bee
plored in our group and will be published elsewhere.40
The fourth group of diagrams in Fig. 2~d! corresponds to
observations of signals for negative time delays, i.e., w
field Ec precedes the other two fields@ ee also Fig. 1~e!
corresponding to the RTG pulse sequence#. The first step in
these two diagrams is the formation of a coherence~off-
diagonal term in the density matrix! reg
(1) between the ground
and excited states. After a time delayt a transient grating
population is formed by fieldEb in the groundrg8g
(2) or ex-
citedree8
(2) states. Notice that diagramscbg andcbe are iden-
tical to abg andabe expect for the labeling of fieldsEa and
Ec and thus the relative time ordering oft. For TG measure-
ments, diagramsabg , bag , abe , and bae , the signal de-
pends on ground or excited state population dynamics.
RTG measurements, diagramscbg and cbe , the signal is a
measure of the electronic coherence between ground an
cited states. The coherence signal decays according to
electronic dephasing time between the states involved, i.
T2 type measurement. In most casesT2 is very different than
T1 , the lifetime of the excited state.
39
The observation of coherence dynamics for nega






















it depends on the phase matching configuration, on the
larization of the three incident fields, and on the existence
a resonant or near-resonant state. For experimental arra
ments where all three incident beams are in one plane,
direction of the signal wave vector for positive and negat
time delays, determined by the phase matching geome
may be different.61 The detection geometry can be used
discriminate a particular phase matching geometry. In
forward box arrangements, negative time delay signal is p
sible @see Fig. 1~c!# for the pulse sequence discussed h
and for other sequences.9,10 When the three incident field
have the same polarization, as in the near-resonant ex
ment discussed here, the negative time delay signal ca
observed. For cases involving nonresonant excitation, e
tation of repulsive states, or condensed-phase measurem
a very short coherence lifetime (;10214s) is expected.
Therefore, little or no dynamics are observed for time dela
exceeding the laser pulse duration for these systems. A
tional discussion on the negative time delay signals can
found in Refs. 54, 62, and 63.
A different diagram classification than the one discuss
so far is possible. Notice that for diagramsbag , bae , bce ,
and bcg , the first step involves formation of a coheren
rge
(1) . The time evolution of the coherence involves deph
ing processes. The dephasing dynamics can be reverse
interaction with the third electric field formingre8g8
(3) . This
reversal, analogous to thep/2 pulses in nuclear magneti
resonance~NMR!, leads to the formation of an echo. Photo
echo measurements are extremely useful in the measure
of coherence life times and have been used primarily in
study of relaxation dynamics in condensed phases. For
views on these studies, see Refs. 64 and 65. These typ
measurements require a controlled arrival of fieldEb with
respect to fieldsEa andEc .
Having sorted out the different molecular responses
FWM experiments, we turn our attention to the types of m
lecular dynamics that are observed in ground and exc
states and how they are manifested in the induced molec
polarization. For TG experiments both ground state and
cited state wave packets are formed. The rotational dynam
are given by the time-dependent evolution of the populat
excited at t50. The molecular orientations are averag
starting with the usual classical expression based on the
ond Legendre polynomialP2@cosu(t)#, where u(t) is the
angle between the molecular axis at timet and that at time
zero.66 This evolution has been extensively studied in t
time domain for pump–probe time-resolved gas-phase s
ies by Zewail’s research group.19,67,68 The following semi-
classical expression can be used for the quantitative stud










4 ~113 cos 2vJt !
(JP~J!
, ~4!
whereP(J) represents the distribution of rotational levels f



























































5777J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusis given by 2p@2Bc(J11)# for DJ561 and 2p@4Bc(J
1 32)# for DJ562 transitions whereB is the rotational con-
stant of the molecule in wavenumbers.
The vibrational dynamics can be modeled by a sum
cosine functions each representing the energy difference
tween adjacent vibrational levels of the ground or exci
states. The dependence of the susceptibility on vibratio
motion is
xv~ t !5 (
i 51
3n25 or 3n26
Bi cos~v i t1f i !, ~5!
whereBi andf i are time independent amplitude and pha
constants for thei th vibrational mode andv i is the funda-
mental frequency of thei th normal mode. Anharmonicity o
each vibrational mode can be included by explicitly add
the frequency of all overtones that are populated in the e
tation process. Note that the observation of real-time vib
tions requires that the frequency bandwidth of the la
pulses overlap two or more vibrational levels.
In the limit of very short laser pulses, the resonant FW
signal is equal to the square of the sum of the different co
ponents of the susceptibility~vide infra!. Therefore, the








4 ~113 cos 2vJt!
(JP~J!
U2, ~6!
where A is the amplitude of the time-zero feature that
caused by a contribution from all eight diagrams in Fig. 2D
corresponds to the full-width at half-maximum~FWHM! of
the coherence time of the laser pulses, i.e., the pulse w
divided by 2Aln 2 ~for Gaussian pulses!, andC is a propor-
tionality constant. The second and third terms correspon
vibrational and rotational contributions to the signal. No
that both ground and excited states have to be taken
account for the resonant TG measurements.
For RTG measurements, the dynamics probed involv
coherence between the ground and excited states as
cussed above. However, based on the Con
approximation,37 applicable for resonance excitation onl
one can demonstrate that the signal from RTG measurem
tracks primarily the excited state. This point is illustrated in
separate communication from our group.40 For reverse tran-
sient gratings, the signals can be modeled by Eq.~6! given
for TG measurements. The contribution for the excited s
is expected to be about an order of magnitude greater
that of the ground state. An additional term needs to
added to account for the electronic dephasing timeT2 which
is long in the gas phase (10212– 1029 s) and very short in
condensed phases (10215– 10213s).
C. Off-resonant excitation
Far from resonance both RWA (Veg2v j ) and anti-
RWA (Veg1v j ) terms become comparable making the





















the particular arrangement discussed here with fieldsEa and
Eb overlapped in time, diagramsabg andbag in Fig. 2 illus-
trate the nonlinear processes responsible for the off-reso
transients. The general principle hinges on impulsive exc
tion of rotational and vibrational states in the ground sta
The polarizability susceptibility of isolated molecules f
off-resonant excitation can be expressed as a combinatio
correlation functions of the effective polarizability of th
moleculeã,69
x~3!~ t !5xaa~ t !5 K i\ @ã~ t !,ã~0!#L , ~7!
wherexaa is the linear response function associated with
molecular polarizability. The polarizability tensor can be e
pressed by expanding each element in a Taylor series
respect to the normal coordinates of vibrationqi as
ã5ã01 (
i 51




3n25 or 3n26 F ]2ã]qi]qkG0qiqk1¯ . ~8!
The first term corresponds to the equilibrium polarizabil
and can be separated into its isotropic and anisotropic c
tributions by using the definitionsa[ 13(a i12a') and b
[(a i2a'). Here a i and a' are the parallel and perpen
dicular components of the polarizability with respect to t
principal symmetry axis of the molecule. This separati
leads to two contributions. The equilibrium isotropic term
having no orientation or vibrational dependence, does
contribute to the observed dynamics except for a time-z
instantaneous response~vide infra!. The second contribution
corresponding to the equilibrium anisotropic polarizabilit
depends on the molecular orientation and is therefore res







^P2@cosu~ t !#&, ~9!
whereN denotes sample density,T is the sample tempera
ture, andkB is the Boltzmann constant.
69–71 For spherically
symmetric molecules havingb5a i2a'50, the pure orien-
tational contribution vanishes. Note that the derivative ari
from the fact that contributions to the time-dependent po
izability are purely imaginary for off-resonant excitatio
~purely real in the frequency domain!. The expression given
here is relevant for the case discussed in this paper wher
beams are linearly polarized in the same direction. Differ
polarization arrangements are discussed elsewhere.53,69,70By
expressing the ensemble average and the second-order
endre polynomial as done by Zewail and c















































































The effects on the rotational recurrences caused by nuc
spin and centrifugal distortion are discussed in Sec. IV B
The second term in Eq.~8!, corresponding to the deriva
tive of the polarizability in terms of the vibrational coord
nates, can be expanded in terms of isotropic and anisotr
contributions. This separation yields69
x iso~ t !5 (
i 51
3n25 or 3n26 F ]a]qi G0
2K i\ @qi~ t !,qi~0!#L ~11a!
and
xaniso~ t !5^P2@cosu~ t !#&
3 (
i 51
3n25 or 3n26 F ]b]qi G0
2K i\ @qi~ t !,qi~0!#L ,
~11b!
where the first-order expansion terms are given by@]a/]qi #0
and @]b/]qi #0 at the equilibrium internuclear separatio
Both of these expressions give the rovibrational depende
of the polarizability. The different isotropic and anisotrop
contributions for each normal mode can be sorted by exp
ments that are sensitive to the polarization of the signal be
for different incoming polarizations.24,37,53,56,72–78The focus
of our study is on the molecular dynamics; no effort has b
made to sort the isotropic and anisotropic components
shown in Eqs.~11a! and ~11b!.
Because the correlation function for a coherent super
sition of vibrational modes is sinusoidal in time, the vibr
tional contributionxv(t) of Eqs. ~11a! and ~11b! can be
modeled as a summation of sine functions,
xv~ t !5 (
i 51
3n25 or 3n26
Bi sin~v i t1f i !. ~12!
Notice that in Eq.~12! we have omitted the orientationa
term due to the anisotropic susceptibility in Eq.~11b!. We
have also omitted the anharmonic contributions that re
from the higher-order terms in Eq.~8!. For the different
samples studied here, we found this level of approximat
to be satisfactory. Additional terms can be introduced wh
the harmonic approximation is not sufficient to model t
experimental data. The amplitude and phase of each vi
tional motion in the ground or excited state are left as fitt
parameters to be determined during the analysis of the
perimental data. Thus by combining the vibrational and
tational contributions, the overall expression forxaa(t) be-
comes
xaa~ t !5 (
i 51
3n25 or 3n26


















Equation~13! reflects a separation of vibrational and r
tational contributions to the anisotropy~at least to first order
approximation!, a fact that has been long recognized in R
man spectroscopy.79,80 A similar separation can be achieve
for frequency-resolved absorption and fluorescence spec
copy. For time-resolved FWM experiments with homody
detection, Eq.~13! leads to cross terms between the ro
tional and vibrational contributions as will be shown late
Heterodyne detection would give a signal proportional
P(3)(ks ,t) rather than its square, which would be free fro
cross-terms of the kind referred to above.37,71 It is interesting
to note that for time-resolved pump–probe experiments
rotational and vibrational contributions are multiplied.19,67,68
The purely rotational component of the signal is typica
isolated by the use of the anisotropy measurement define




where I i and I' correspond to the time-resolved transien
obtained for parallel and perpendicular pump–pro
polarizations.81 Equation~14! indicates that the orientation
dependence multiplies the isotropic molecular dynam
given by I i12I' .
67,68,81 For the time-resolved FWM pre
sented here, we demonstrate that this multiplication is
longer applicable for the separation of isotropic and ani
tropic contributions to the signal.
For polyatomics, if the polarizability varies as the atom
are displaced collectively along a given normal coordina
the normal mode is observable by its contribution toxv(t).
For linear triatomics of the type ABA, the symmetric stret
satisfies this condition while the antisymmetric stretch a
the bend do not. The latter modes are infrared active but
not Raman active. In general, Raman active modes can
observed by four-wave mixing techniques. This point is
lustrated in Sec. IV C for HgI2.
The vibrational selection rules for Raman transitions
determined by integrals of the form
E cv8* ag,g8cv9dt, ~15!
whereg,g85x,y, or z, ag,g8 is one of the components of th
polarizability, andcv9 andcv8 refer to the vibrational wave
functions in the initial and final states, respectively.82,83
These integrals vanish unless the vibrational normal m
involved belongs to the same representation as one or m
of the six components of the polarizability tensor of the m
ecule, e.g.,axx ,axy .
84 The rotational Raman selection rule
that the molecule must be anisotropically polarizable~i. .,
b5a i2a'Þ0!. In addition, for linear moleculesDJ equals
0, 62 and for nonlinear moleculesDJ can equal 0,61,
62.82
The observation of rotational and vibrational dynam
for off-resonant measurements depends on the impulsive
citation of vibrational and rotational levels in the groun
state, which are overlapped by the frequency bandwidth
the laser pulse. When the vibrational period is shorter th
the coherence time of the laser pulse or when all molecu
are not vibrating in-phase, the nonlinear response averag






























































































5779J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantuspulses employed in this study are nearly transform limi
and have a pulse width of approximately 50 fs. The av
ability of 5 fs laser pulses85,86 will extend these types o
studies by opening the possibility for observing the real-ti
dynamics of all but C–H, N–H, and O–H chemical bond
Equation~13! gives a satisfactory expression for the su
ceptibility that can be convolved by the electric fields a
squared according to Eqs.~1! and~2! in order to simulate the
data. However, in the impulsive limit, when the laser pu
width can be neglected in comparison to the rotational
vibrational periods, the electric field envelopes can be trea
essentially as Dirac-delta functions and the FWM signal
tensity simply reduces to37
I FWM~t!5uxaa~t!u2. ~16!
In FWM experiments, when all three fields are pres
near time zero, a condition of temporal degeneracy ari
During this time multiple nonlinear processes occur. The
served signal enhancement near time zero, arising from
coherent interaction of the three light fields with the mediu
has been called the coherence coupling artifact or the co
ence spike.23,37,87–89The coherent spike is typically symme
ric about time zero and in many cases can be removed by
antisymmetrization technique described by Eisenthal, Fle
ing, and co-workers.89,90In the absence of chirp, the cohere
spike can be described as the square of the electric
autocorrelation of the incident laser pulses. This is beca
the major contribution comes from the equilibrium isotrop
polarizability (a0) which has an instantaneous response l
ited to when the three fields are overlapped in time. For m
femtosecond measurements this feature can be approxim
by a Gaussian or hyperbolic-secant-squared function. T
by considering the coherent spike as a Gaussian func
with amplitudeA primarily depending ona0 and using Eqs.









For most cases convolution by the temporal response of
laser system can be carried out easily when necessary.
formula is convenient for the analysis of off-resonance
data. Note that we have not included the inverse-squa
dependence of the off-resonance signal on temperature
hope to derive a more rigorous formula taking into acco
the full susceptibility tensor in the near future.
This formulation allows the quantitative interpretation
the vibrational and rotational characteristics of the TG o
resonant signals obtained. Atomic species exhibit signals
clusively at time zero because of their instantaneous pola
ability. Diatomics and polyatomics exhibit, for positive tim
delays, ground state rotational~as long asbÞ0! and vibra-
tional dynamics. The vibrational modes must be Raman
tive and have a vibrational period that is longer than
coherence time of the laser system to be observed. In
IV, experimental data is presented to illustrate the differ




































observation of the cross terms that arise upon squaring
sum of rotational and vibrational contributions to the sign
according to Eqs.~6! and~17!. As we will demonstrate later
the off-resonance FWM transients show rotational recurre
features that are quite different from those observed
LIF.19,67,68,91,92Most of the differences can be explained
terms of the modulus square and the time derivative in E
~1! and ~9!.
III. EXPERIMENT
The laser system used for these experiments is a ho
built colliding pulse mode-locked dye laser~CPM! pumped
by an Ar1 laser. The output from the CPM is centered at 6
nm and is amplified using a four-stage dye amplifier pump
by a 30 Hz Nd-YAG laser. A double-pass prism pair reco
presses the pulses after amplification to produce 50 fs pu
with an average pulse energy of 0.35 mJ. The pulses
confirmed to be transform-limited using a frequenc
resolved optical gating~FROG! instrument.
The laser was attenuated by a factor of two and split i
three beams of comparable intensity;50 mJ. The three
beams were combined at the sample in the forward
geometry51,52 by a 0.5 m focal length lens@see Fig. 3~a!#. At
the lens focus, the three beams occupied the three corne
a square with 1 in. sides. Each pair of beams were crosse
an angle of 2.6° resulting in a fringe spacing of 14mm. The
beam diameter at the interaction region was 40–50mm. One
of the fields (Ec) was delayed by a computer-controlled a
tuator. The other two fields~Ea andEb! were overlapped in
time and space and were kept unchanged during the ex
ments. Time zero for all transients is defined as the poin
which all three fields are coincident in time. For negati
delays,Ec arrives at the sample before the other two fie
and for positive timesEc arrives after them. The signal bea
was directed to a 0.27 m monochromator and detected wi
photomultiplier tube. In all cases, data were collected at
central wavelength of the laser pulse, typically 622 nm. T
signals were collected by a boxcar integrator and stored
computer for analysis.
In order to optimize the initial alignment of the four
wave mixing setup, templates of the beam arrangement w
made and used to ascertain that all beams were paralle
fore the focusing lens. A second harmonic crystal, KDP,
0.1 mm thickness was placed at the focus to optimize
spatial and temporal overlap of the fixed beams. Once
third beam was overlapped in space, it was scanned in t
until the FWM signal beam appeared. When all three in
dent pulses were overlapped in time and space, a matri
equally spaced red and UV beams could be seen after
crystal. These were the result of all combinations of secon
third-, and higher-order wave mixing processes occurring
the crystal at their appropriate phase matching angles. A
further optimization of spatial and temporal overlap for t
FWM signal, the crystal was removed from the beam pa
All experiments were performed on 30–760 Torr
gases or neat vapors~when liquid samples were used! con-
tained in a static quartz cells. Sweeping the time delay
ween the variable and the fixed fields yielded transients


















































5780 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusdelay, the signal was collected for 10 laser shots; pulses
energy more than one standard deviation from the mean w
discarded. Typical transients contain data from 150 differ
time delays and were averages of 10 scans. Care was
cised to minimize scattered light and to ensure that the
lected signal was background free.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Atomic response
Transient grating data have been obtained for the ato
species argon and xenon at 1 atm pressure. The result
presented in Fig. 3~b!. A single peak is observed in each sc
which can be fit by a Gaussian function with the center
zero time delay and with a FWHM of 131 fs for Ar and 13
fs for Xe, corresponding to the third-order autocorrelation
our laser system. The FWM response of these sample
only present while the three laser pulses are temporally o
lapped. At time zero, the intensity of the FWM signal fro
Xe is about 14 times stronger than that from Ar. The ra
between the linear polarizabilities of Xe and Ar is abo
2.45.93–95 This ratio appears to indicate a cubic depende
FIG. 3. ~a! Beam arrangement in the forward box configuration~see Refs.
51 and 52!. Ea andEb are overlapped and fixed in time. For positive tim
delays, these fields set up a transient grating in the horizontal plane
which Ec Bragg scatters to give the FWM signal. The time delay betwe
Ec and the two other fields is varied to obtain the time-dependent dyna
of the system. In our experiments, all beams were horizontally polarized~b!
FWM signal from xenon and argon samples at 1 atm pressure. The dat
represented by triangles for Xe and by circles for Ar. The black lines sh
Gaussian fits to the data. FWM signal from Xe is 14 times greater than f
Ar because of the increase in polarizability of Xe over Ar. The width of t













on the linear polarizability~a! for the time-zero signal. The
signal observed at time zero results from a nonresonan
stantaneous polarizability. The absence of the signal a
from time zero is to be expected in spherically symmet
samples and in the absence of vibrations@see Eq.~17!#.
B. Rotational contribution
The data in Fig. 4~top! show the TG signal obtained fo
air. Even though these measurements are off-resonant
nonlinear process responsible for the signal are similar
those illustrated in diagramsabg and bag in Fig. 2~a!. The
features in the air transient are interpreted as the rotatio
recurrences96 of the constituent molecules of air.97 TG tran-
sients for pure nitrogen and for pure oxygen, each at 1
pressure, were also taken. The results are also present
Fig. 4 ~middle and bottom! for comparison. Based on th
rotational constants of nitrogen and oxygen~2.010 and
1.445 66 cm21, respectively! and theDJ562 selection rule,
full recurrences are expected and are observed at 4.15
5.77 ps intervals, respectively. Recurrences have a perio
(2vJ)
21; thus, half recurrences are expected at interv
1/(8Bc) and full recurrences at 1/(4Bc). The alternation in
heights between the half and full recurrences are cause
nuclear spin statistics. Whenever there is an interchang
equivalent nuclei in a rotation, the Pauli principle defin
that only certain rotational states are populated. For m
cules with aSg







FIG. 4. Experimental and theoretical~shown as the negative mirror image o
the experimental data! TG transients of air, nitrogen, and oxygen. Full ro
tational recurrences are observed at 4.15 ps for N2 and at 5.77 ps for O2.
Half recurrences are also observed. The peaks in the air transient dir
correspond to recurrences in the N2 and O2 scans. Simulated TG signals fo
these samples were calculated using Eq.~17!. Note that in the simulations,
the full and half recurrences are reproduced at the same recurrence


































































5781J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusodd J states to the population of evenJ states~nuclear sta-
tistics! is defined by (I 11)/I for fermions and byI /(I 11)
for bosons whereI is the nuclear spin.82 Therefore, for N2
with integral spin equal to one, evenJ states are populate
twice as much as oddJ states. The nuclear spin of O2 is zero.
However, because the ground state of O2 is Sg
2 , only oddJ
states are populated; whereas, for CS2 with zero nuclear spin
and ground stateSg
1 , only evenJ states are populated.
All features in the transient in Fig. 4 can be identifie
and simulated using Eq.~17!. In Fig. 4 the simulations ap
pear as negative reflections of the experimental transien
the top, middle, and bottom sections. As can be seen in
figure, Eq.~17! predicts the rotational recurrences for N2 and
O2 and the relative peak heights and shape in each half
full recurrence accurately. Because of the square in Eq.~17!,
TG transients look very different from LIF
measurements.19,67,68 By adding the simulated transients
N2 and O2, the experimental TG signal from air is repro
duced.
Time-resolved TG experiments on carbon disulfide, C2
~300 Torr! yielded several transients showing multiple ro
tional recurrences, as depicted in Fig. 5. This molecule
been studied extensively using nonlinear techniques bec
of its high degree of nonlinear polarizability.5,98–105Its x (3)
is 23310214esu.106 Heritage and co-workers observed sh
birefringence at 38 and 76 ps after excitation with a picos
ond pulse and verified these positions for C2
theoretically.5,107The data in Fig. 5 allow accurate molecul
constants to be extracted for this molecule. As can be s
the half recurrence appears at 38.2 ps and the full recurre
occurs at 76.4 ps. For O2, N2, and CS2, it is important to
include centrifugal distortion in Eq.~17! to reproduce the TG




3#, whereD is the centrifugal dis-
tortion constant. From the positions of the first two rotation
FIG. 5. TG transient of carbon disulfide. The half and full rotational rec
rences are observed at 38.2 and 76.4 ps, respectively. The inset sh
magnification of the first full rotational recurrence~circles! with the simu-
lation calculated using Eq.~17! ~solid line!. Notice that thex-axis is not
continuous; there are 30 ps gaps between each recurrence and the tick
822 fs for each expanded region. The decrease in signal as a function o












recurrences, the rotational constant,B50.109 12
60.000 02 cm21, and centrifugal distortion constant,D
56.43102960.231029 cm21, are obtained for CS2. The
effective rotational constant, before the centrifugal distort
effect is incorporated, is 0.109 0760.000 02 cm21. From the
literature, the rotational constant for CS2 is 0.109 10 cm
21
and the centrifugal distortion is 1.031028 cm21.108
The determination of highly accurate rotational consta
for polyatomic species by time-resolved coherence te
niques is by now a well-known method~see, for example,
Refs. 96 and 20!. Because these data were obtained o
hundreds of picoseconds using a 0.25 m long transla
stage with a resolution of 0.1mm/step, the equivalent reso
lution in time delay can be estimated to be one part
million. In principle, this resolution translates into measu
ments of rotational constants with six significant digits. T
experimentally achieve this accuracy, it is important to m
ticulously align and calibrate the translation stage, interfe
metrically or with a well-known standard, and to take in
account the index of refraction of air at the wavelength of
laser fields.
The inset in Fig. 5 also shows a simulation of the fi
full recurrence calculated with Eq.~17! and the parameter
obtained above. As can be seen in the figure, Eq.~17! repro-
duces the experimental signal well, missing only in t
height of the last undulatory feature. The amplitude of t
rotational recurrences in Fig. 5 was found to decrease ex
nentially. A fit to the average intensity of the rotational r
currences gives a single exponential decay correspondin
a dephasing time of 625 ps. By comparison, using Raman
induced polarization spectroscopy~RIPS!, Chen and co-
workers obtained dephasing times of 175 ps and 154 ps
the smaller molecules O2 and N2, respectively.
97 The ob-
served decay time for CS2 implies a cross section for rota
tional dephasing of 4 nm2 equivalent to a 11.3 Å diamete
assuming hard sphere collisions.97 This cross section appear
to be very large and to depend on the rotational angu
momentum, leading to the distortion of the rotational rec
rences that is not accounted by the centrifugal term, es
cially those at later times in Fig. 5. ThisJ dependent coher
ence relaxation is similar to the recent work on S6
published by Vasilenkoet al.109 A study of the inelastic col-
lisions leading to the rotational coherence dephasing ba
on measurements at different pressures seems warrante
C. Vibrational contribution
The TG transient obtained for mercuric iodide, HgI2,
heated to 280 °C~150 Torr!, is presented in Fig. 6. Notice
that the data contain a strong and broad feature near 50
with 211 fs oscillations. This feature is due to the rotation
and vibrational coherence prepared in this large triatom
molecule. The Fourier transform of the experimental tra
sient is shown as line~b! in the inset. The top Fourier trans
form ~a! is obtained from the original experimental transie
with the time-zero feature removed. As can be seen there
three major features in both transforms—one large pea
19.760.1 and a set of two peaks at 148.460.2 and 167.9
60.2 cm21. These peaks were fit with Gaussian functions





























































5782 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusfeature at low frequencies in the raw Fourier transform~b!
results from the time-zero coherence artifact; as can be
in the upper Fourier transform, removing this time-zero sp
by subtraction eliminates this sloping background and m
clearly shows the three main features. A small peak~157.7
cm21! between the pair of peaks in~a! seems to appear as
result of removing the coherence artifact spike; this sm
peak is absent in the raw data Fourier transform. We chec
the possibility that this small peak is due to a cross te
between the first and second terms in Eq.~17!. Our simula-
tions did not support this argument probably because
equilibrium isotropic polarizability contributes only durin
the first 150 fs of the data. For experiments using nanos
ond broad band lasers, this cross term becomes importa
The frequency exactly between the latter two peaks
158.260.2 cm21 corresponds to the symmetric stretch, 158
cm21 determined by gas-phase Raman spectroscopy.110 Vi-
brational frequencies have also been obtained for gas-p
HgI2 using electron diffraction yielding 156 cm
21 for the
symmetric stretch, 235 cm21 for the antisymmetric stretch
and 49 cm21 for the bending mode.111 As can be seen in Fig
6, frequencies corresponding to the antisymmetric stre
and bending are not observed; these two modes are no
man active in a linear triatomic molecule so bands for th
normal modes should not be observed for HgI2. The results
from the Fourier transform will be discussed in more de
below.
As was shown above, Eq.~17! can been used to simulat
the rotational dynamics for N2, O2, and CS2. The HgI2 data
allow us to examine the separation of vibrational and ro
tional components in TG transients where the two
summed and to compare with the analysis of rotational
isotropy in pump–probe transients where the two are mu
plied ~see Sec. II C!. Figure 7 shows the HgI2 experimental
FIG. 6. ~Bottom! TG transient of mercury~II ! iodide. Ground state vibra-
tions and rotations can clearly be seen in the transient.~Inset! The Fourier
transform of the experimental transient is shown as line~b!. The top Fourier
transform~a! corresponds to the experimental transient with the cohere
spike subtracted. The symmetric stretch of HgI2 has a frequency of 158.2
cm21. The cross term resulting from Eqs.~13! and ~16! causes the Fourier
transform to have peaks corresponding to 2vR (19.760.1 cm
21), vv2vR
(148.460.2 cm21), and vv1vR , (167.960.2 cm
21) as seen. The 2vv
peak is probably masked by the high frequencies from the experime


















data ~top!, a transient simulated byxaa(t) having a vibra-
tional contribution of the formula given in Eq.~12! added to
a rotational component according to Eq.~9!, xaa(t)5x
v(t)
1xR(t) ~middle!, and a transient simulated by multiplyin
the vibrational and rotational components,xaa(t)
5xv(t)xR(t) ~bottom!. As can be seen in the figure, th
product of rotations and vibrations produces a series of
cillations that is out-of-phase with the experimental data
tween 1.7 and 4.5 ps. However, the sum of rotations
vibrations produces a series of oscillations that corresp
in-phase to the vibrational oscillations of the data for
times.
The summation of the vibrational and rotational comp
nents of the polarizability provides the correct phase re
tionship in the data because of the cross term that is obta
from the square of the sum of sine functions. As is seen
the bottom simulation in Fig. 7, the effect of the cross term
to invert the phase of the vibrations neart.1.7 ps~see ar-
rows at 2.5 ps! and to cause a doubling of the vibration
frequency fort.3.5 ps. The Fourier transform shown
Fig. 6 confirms the validity of this model. The Fourier tran
form should contain peaks corresponding to 2vv , 2vR ,
vv1vR , and vv2vR , wherevR and vv are the average
rotational and vibrational frequencies, respectively. Note t
the square of the summation of sines also yields a cons
term which causes a peak at zero frequency in the Fou
transform as seen in Fig. 6 for both transforms.
Looking at Fig. 6, a splitting around the symmetr
stretching vibrational frequency (vv5158.2 cm
21) is evi-
dent; thusvv2vR ~148.4 cm
21! andvv1vR , ~167.9 cm
21!
are obtained. In addition, there is a peak corresponding
2vR ~19.7 cm
21! reflecting the 1.7 ps modulation. This co
responds to twice the average rotational frequency that ar
from the sum of all the rotational levels@third term in Eq.
~17!#. The 2vv peak, corresponding to periodic oscillation
of 105.4 fs, is not observed. This is probably because o
lack of time resolution as determined by the FWHM of t
coherent spike, 138 fs for this transient. It is also possi
that xv is small compared to the other terms that enter E
e
tal
FIG. 7. ~Top! Experimental TG transient of HgI2. ~Middle! Transient result-
ing from xaa(t) equal to the sum ofx
R(t) andxv(t). ~Bottom! Transient
resulting fromxaa(t) equal to the product ofx
R(t) andxv(t). Notice that
the product transient~bottom! is out-of-phase with the experimental data
2.5 ps but the summation transient~middle! is in-phase with the experimen





































































5783J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantus~17!. The summation of the equilibrium anisotropic polari
ability ~responsible for rotational dynamics! and the deriva-
tive of the polarizability with respect to the vibrational coo
dinates is consistent with Raman scattering theory.79,80 The
HgI2 experimental data confirms that the analysis of tim
resolved molecular dynamics by TG requires a summatio
rotational and vibrational components and this is in contr
to the analysis of time-resolved pump–probe transients.
Figure 8 presents TG~for positive time delay! and RTG
~for negative time delay! data obtained from an iodin
sample heated to 130 °C~160 Torr!. Room temperature tran
sients were also recorded but are not shown here. Unlike
previous experimental transients shown here, both exc
and ground state dynamics of I2 are observed. The differenc
stems from whether or not the TG interactions are reson
with the appropriate electronic transitions of the molecule
question. In this case, all three fields are resonant with t
sitions from theX(1Sg
1) and theB(3P01u) states.
112–115
Transitions to other states with smaller transition probab
ties at the wavelength of excitation, such as theA1u state, are
not observed because of them8 dependence of the signal. A
eight diagrams in Fig. 2 contribute to the observed signal
Fig. 8, ground state and excited state dynamics are cle
obtained by TG with three 622 nm beams. Schmittet al.
have carried out CARS and DFWM measurements on
molecule showing both ground and excited state dynam
evident in the Fourier transform of data from positive tim
delays.10,12 Below we present the analyses of our iodine e
perimental data for positive and negative time delays se
rately.
For positive time delays~Fig. 8, right inset! the dynam-
ics arise from wave packets formed in the ground state@dia-
FIG. 8. ~Bottom! TG and RTG transient of iodine. Vibrations can clearly
seen at both negative~left! and positive~right! time delays. Lasers with
central wavelength of 622 nm are resonant with theX↔B electronic tran-
sition. ~Left inset! Fourier transform of the data at negative delay tim
There is one main peak at 107.160.3 cm21 and another smaller peak a
209.960.3 cm21. ~Right inset! Fourier transform of the data at positiv
delay times. The frequencies of the three main peaks are 107.86 .4,
210.860.1, and 312.060.2 cm21. Taking these values and accounting f
the combination frequencies that should be observed in each Fourier t
form because of the summation of cosines, values for the excited vibrat
frequency~105 cm21!, ground vibrational frequency~208 cm21!, and aver-















gramsabg and bag in Fig. 2~a!# and in the excited state
@diagramsabe andbae in Fig. 2~b!#. It has been shown tha
vibrational levelsv857 – 12 form a coherent superpositio
in the B excited state following excitation with 620 nm
pulses.13,20,116,117Each population in the ground and excite
states contributes vibrational and rotational dynamics to
signal. To simulate the experimental data, it is best to exp
itly include each frequency component in Eq.~17! ~vide in-
fra!; however, for simplicity we can understand the data
we assume average frequencies for the excited and gro
states. Thus we have two vibrational frequencies~vv9 and
vv8! and two rotational frequencies~vR9 and vR8 ! which we
know from the literature for the ground and excited sta
respectively.112–115,118When these four terms are introduce
in Eq. ~6!, the squaring results in a total of 16 terms. The fi
four terms give dynamics proportional to 2vR9 , 2vR8 , (vR9
1vR8 ) and uvR92vR8 u, all in the range of 0–50 cm
21. The
next four terms give frequencies proportional to 2vv8
;220 cm21, 2vv9;420 cm
21 ~not observed!, (vv91vv8)
;310 cm21 and uvv92vv8u;105 cm
21. The remaining eight
terms correspond to the sums and differences arising f
the four cross terms between vibrations and rotations.
cause the rotational frequencies are very small compare
the vibrational frequencies only two peaks are expected,
at vv9;210 cm
21 and the other atvv8;110 cm
21. The Fou-
rier transform shows the low frequency rotational contrib
tions and the three peaks at 107.860.4, 210.860.1, and
312.060.2 cm21. Taking these values and accounting for t
combination frequencies that should be observed in e
Fourier transform because of the summation of cosines,
ues for the average excited vibrational frequency~105
cm21!, average ground vibrational frequency~208 cm21!,
and average rotational frequency,JaveBave ~3 cm
21! can be
obtained. HereBave is the average of the ground and excit
rotational constants andJave is the averageJ level ~'100!.
These values agree well with the available spectroscopic
of I2 for the ground and excited states.
112–115,118
An accurate determination of the magnitude of each
the mentioned contributions is not possible with the availa
ata. Typically the anisotropic equilibrium polarizabilit
~leading to the observation of rotations! i larger than the
derivative of the polarizability~vibrational dependence!,
therefore rotational-vibrational cross terms are expected
have a major contribution. Quantum calculations have a
been performed in connection to the phase locked exp
ments by Schereret al. on I2, where the time dependence o
the ground and excited state coherence was critical to t
interpretation.119 The ground state motion has been stud
quantum-mechanically by Jonaset al.120 and Smithet al.121
Based on the guidelines in Sec. II B, a semiempiri
calculation@using Eq.~6!# can be performed that takes int
account the rotational and vibrational contributions to the
signal from ground and excited states as well as the coher
coupling term, which contributes near time zero. In Fig.
we show the simulated transient and corresponding Fou
transforms. The calculated transient looks similar to the po
tive time experimental data. The Fourier transform sho
peaks of similar position and shape to those obtained fr







































































5784 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusments causes a loss of resolution for the high frequency c
ponents. We have not included convolution in the simu
tion; most likely this explains why the heights of the hig
frequency components are higher in the simulation Fou
transform than in the experimental one. If the parameter
the simulation, such as the magnitude and phase of e
contribution~vB57 – 12 andvX50 – 3!, were optimized by
a fitting routine, an even better agreement could have b
obtained.
The negative-time signal in Fig. 8 is observed when fi
Ec precedes fieldsEa andEb . Notice that the labels of the
fields are arbitrary except for the fact thatEc is the only field
that we delay or advance in time. The term ‘‘negative tim
delay’’ does not imply thatEc is scattered towards the de
tector before grating formationEa and Eb has occurred.
WhenEc precedes the other two fields@ ee Fig. 1~e! corre-
sponding to RTG and diagramscbg andcbe in Fig. 2~d!#, an
electronic coherence between the ground and excited sta
formed~see Sec. II!. The time dependence of this electron
coherence created byEc is probed by the formation of a
transient grating byEb and scattering ofEa from the grating
into the direction of the signal detector. In the gas phase,
coherence persists for long times and yields coherence d
information. For I2 at 130 °C we have measuredT2
5330 ps. We have measured dephasing rates for TG
RTG setups as a function of temperature and density. T
work will be published elsewhere.39
The Fourier transform of the negative time delay expe
mental transient shows frequencies in the 0–10 cm21 range
as well as a strong component at 107.160.3 cm21 and a
weaker peak at 209.960.3 cm21 ~Fig. 8, left inset!. As indi-
cated in Sec. II B, the coherence probed in the RTG meas
ment contains primarily a contribution from the excited sta
This can be understood by considering the wave func
launched by the first pulse as a coherent superposition
vibrational eigenfunctions from the ground and excit
states. The signal is proportional to the overlap between
initial wave functionC(t50) and the wave function at late
timesC(t). For iodine the range of motion~center of mass!
FIG. 9. Simulation of the iodine signal for positive and negative time del
~see text!. The insets show the corresponding Fourier transforms. The s


















of the ground state components has been found to be 0.1
while that of theB excited state is 0.6 Å and it is signifi
cantly displaced from the ground state equilibriu
geometry.116,120,121Therefore, the signal observed is dom
nated by the dynamics on the excited state. This point w
tested with a calculation of the overlap between two grou
and excited state model oscillators and it is a manifesta
of the Condon approximation.37
The rotational component of the signal depends on
rotational dynamics of the coherence. When the excited s
vibrational dynamics, the time-zero component, and the
tational dephasing terms are introduced in Eq.~6!, one ob-
tains a transient that is very similar to the observed data.
simulated transient and its Fourier transform at negative t
delays, shown in Fig. 9, are in good agreement with
experimental observations~Fig. 8!. We will address different
pulse sequences that lead to similar coherence dynamics
their more precise simulations in a future publication.40
Other sources for the negative time signal have b
considered. Most importantly we can rule out the possibi
of a two-photon resonant excitation by which other poten
energy curves are probed. For gas-phase iodine the only
photon allowed transition is to a repulsive state.13,122Repul-
sive states can only contribute to the observed signal wi
the firstt,100 fs. In the liquid phase, the ion pair states
iodine are solvated and can be reached by two photons
wavelength in the visible. These states have been implica
in the studies from Fleming’s group on phase locked dyna
ics of molecular iodine.123 The contribution of ion pair state
in the data presented here is ruled out because for gas-p
iodine three photons are required to reach them. Most imp
tantly, the semiempirical calculations presented here, invo
ing the B and X states closely reproduce the data and
corresponding Fourier transform. The observation of coh
ence dynamics for negative time delays in four-wave mix
has been discussed theoretically by Mukamelet al.54,62,63and
has been observed in the gas phase by M. Schmittet al. ~for
I2! and by Motzkuset al. ~for Na2!.
9,10
D. Early time response and comparison to liquid data
The results presented in Fig. 10 compare the early t
TG response for two gem-dihalomethane molecules, CH2Cl2
~340 Torr! and CH2Br2 ~40 Torr!. The two transients can b
described by a time-zero coherence spike followed by a
tational coherence feature. As expected, based on the
tional moment of inertia, the dichloro compound has a fas
rotational dephasing component. The dibromo compoun
much slower. In both cases the rotational dephasing
time-zero coherence spike can be simulated using Eq.~17!
and the rotational constants for these compounds are r
perated, 0.12 and 0.050 cm21 for CH2Cl2 and CH2Br2, re-
spectively. The rotational constants calculated from mome
of inertia are 1.1, 0.106, and 1.10 cm21 for CH2Cl2 and 0.88,
0.0412 and 0.041 cm21 for CH2Br2.
124 TheB rotational con-
stants for each molecule are close to the values we fou
however, because CH2Cl2 and CH2Br2 are not symmetric
tops, the measured rotational constant is a combination o

















































5785J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantuswe observe that even in the absence of rotational recurren
the initial dephasing is sufficient to determine the rotatio
constant of a molecule with two-digit accuracy or the ro
tional temperature of a known molecule or product of a
action.
In addition to the rotational dephasing, the data
CH2Br2 contains a weak oscillatory modulation with a peri
of 190 fs. The frequency of this oscillation, confirmed
Fourier transformation of the data, corresponds to the B
C–Br bending motion frequency around 173 cm21.125 Impul-
sive stimulated Raman scattering measurements by Ruh
et al. on CH2Br2 have demonstrated the persistence of t
bending motion for several picoseconds in the liqu
phase.126
Figure 11 compares the early time TG response
larger polyatomic molecules, in this case benzene~90 Torr!
and toluene~30 Torr!. These molecules are highly polariz
able with x (3) coefficients of 10.1 and 9.81310214esu for
benzene and toluene, respectively.106 Simulations to the data
using Eq.~17! yield rotational constants of 0.1896 for be
zene and 0.146 cm21 for toluene. In the literature, the thre
rotational constants for benzene are 0.189 60, 0.189 60,
0.094 80 cm21,127 and for toluene are 0.191 06, 0.083 97, a
0.058 34 cm21.128 Our rotational constant for benzene, a
oblate symmetric top, is in excellent agreement with the
erature value forB. Because toluene is not a symmetric to
FIG. 10. TG transients of methylene chloride~upper! and methylene bro-
mide ~lower!. The experimental data are shown as circles and the sim
tions calculated using Eq.~17! are shown by the solid line. In both scans, th
time-zero coherence spike is observed and is more intense than the













theB value from the literature is not corresponding well wi
the value we determined. However, if the reduced momen
inertia is used to calculate the rotational constant
toluene,124 the rotational constant becomes 0.146 cm21
which does agree well with our value.
The femtosecond gas-phase CARS measurement
Hayden and Chandler on benzene gives the overall 12
rotational dephasing signal.11 Our transient~in Fig. 11! gives
the early~first 500 fs! dynamics where the initial rotationa
dephasing is observed; a subsequent oscillation of the r
tional coherence has also been observed at 1.2 ps~not
shown!. The data of Hayden and Chandler show the 1.2
feature as well as one at 4 ps and one at 8 ps.11
In benzene, the rotational dephasing component of
signal is more intense than the coherent spike at time zer
similar effect for the relative intensities of time zero and t
rotational dephasing was also observed for CS2 and is ex-
pected for molecules with large anisotropic polarizabilitie
For toluene, the relative intensities of the coherent spike
the rotational dephasing are about equal. At time zero,
signal results from the coherence coupling artifact throu
the instantaneous polarizability of the equilibrium isotrop
component as well as other combinations of interactions
tween the three electric fields as discussed in Sec. II;
anisotropic orientational dependence contributionxR(t) in
Eq. ~9! is zero at time zero. For positive times, onlyxR(t)
a-
ta-
FIG. 11. TG transients of benzene~upper! and toluene~lower!. The experi-
mental data are shown as circles and the solid lines show the simula
from Eq.~17!. The intensity of the rotational dephasing in benzene is str
ger than the time-zero spike. However, in toluene the intensities of
rotational recurrence and the time-zero spike are about equal. The rotat






































































5786 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantuscontributes to the TG signal observed for these off-reson
transients. Both normal mode dependent contributions, E
~11a! and ~11b!, average to zero because of the very f
vibrational frequencies in comparison to the cohere
length of our laser pulses. A further refinement of Eq.~17!
that gives an explicit dependence for the intensity of
coherence coupling artifact amplitude,A in terms of the
various contributions may be the subject of a future publi
tion.
The gas-phase measurements presented in this study
vide the isolated molecular response of the material. W
compared to condensed-phase measurements, one can i
diately recognize the intermolecular influence on the po
izability of the system. In Fig. 12~top! we present both the
early time response of gas-phase CS2 measured in our labo
ratory and the simulation from Eq.~17!. In order to compare
our data with liquid-phase measurements, we have simul
the data from Nelson’s group on CS2 obtained by impulsive
stimulated Raman scattering using the same semiempi
formula used to simulate their data.27,129 This simulation of
the liquid data from Nelson’s group is presented as the s
FIG. 12. ~Top! TG transient obtained for CS2 near time zero. The experi
mental data~circles! contain a very small coherence coupling artifact fo
lowed by a large rotational dephasing component. The data has been
lated using Eq.~17! as shown by the solid line.~Bottom! The curve with the
circles corresponds to the simulation of our gas-phase TG signal for2
multiplied by a fast decaying function which simulates inhomogene
dephasing and by a slow decay function which simulates diffusional dep
ing ~see text!. The smooth line corresponds to a simulation curve used














line in the bottom of Fig. 12. In their simulation three tim
scales were identified;~i! a fast component due to inhomo
geneous dephasing,~ii ! a fast emergence of an ensemble
aligned and coherently librating molecules, and~iii ! a slow
diffusional dephasing of the orientational anisotropy. T
fast time constants in the simulation were given 1/e values of
114 and 102 fs, respectively, the slow diffusional dephas
was simulated by a time constant of 1.37 ps, and the co
ence coupling artifact was ignored.27,129 It is clear that the
condensed-phase data has a fast initial dephasing rate
lowed by a much slower decaying component.
Based on the simulation of the gas-phase data, we h
attempted to reconstruct the condensed-phase measurem
Our simulation is achieved by multiplying our gas-pha
simulation for CS2 @from Eq. ~17!# with a function that in-
cludes both a fast decay time of 65 fs to simulate the in
mogeneous dephasing and a slow decaying componen
incorporate the diffusive reorientational dephasing of 1
ps. The resulting curve, shown by the circles in the bottom
Fig. 12, is very similar to the one generated by Nelson a
co-workers. The differences between the two curves ar
slight delay in the peak of the transient and a dip at;420 fs.
These differences may provide a more accurate simulatio
the data presented in their publication.27,129 The position
where the signal achieves its maximum value is very se
tive to the fast decay which simulates the inhomogene
broadening. Liquid-phase measurements have found
upon dilution the inhomogeneous decay rate decreases
cause the CS2–alkane interactions are weaker than those
tween CS2 molecules.
103,130,131These findings are consisten
with a physical description in which a weakening of the i
termolecular interactions leads to dynamics that more clos
mimic a gas-phase environment. Based on our prelimin
model, only the inhomogeneous dephasing rate would n
to be modified to simulate such behavior. The prelimina
analysis presented here indicates that gas-phase dyna
can be used to provide a starting point toward the simula
of liquid-phase dynamics, especially during the first picos
ond before dephasing is complete.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented several types of fem
second dynamic responses from atomic, diatomic, and p
atomic gases. The nonlinear interactions between the l
fields and the sample have been sorted using double-s
Feynman diagrams. We have combined the quantum
chanical dependence of the molecular polarizability with
semiclassical expressions for the time-resolved rotational
amics to arrive at a formula that describes the obser
rotational dynamics in diatomic and polyatomic molecules
well as describing the vibrational dynamics. The experim
tal TG transients on atoms and molecules have been s
lated using this formulation. The TG transient from air de
onstrated the ability of Eq.~17! for simulating rotational
recurrences. Furthermore, it also demonstrated the capa
ties for using TG techniques in the analysis of multiple co
ponent mixtures such as N2 and O2. Using the CS2 transient,
we demonstrated the accuracy that this time-resolved te






















































5787J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 12, 22 March 1999 Brown, Zhang, and Dantusture, rotational constants, and centrifugal distortion direc
from the time-dependent data without the need for Fou
transformation. For HgI2, vibrational coherence from th
symmetric stretch, which is the only Raman active mo
was observed. The cross terms arising from the sum of r
tional and vibrational dependent terms on the molecular
larizability have been identified in the Fourier transform
the HgI2 data. Vibrational and rotational dynamics from bo
the ground andB excited states of I2 were obtained for posi-
tive time delays and are consistent with previo
observations.10,12 For negative time delays, corresponding
the RTG configuration, coherence dynamics for I2 were ob-
served and simulated. The early time responses of p
atomic molecules including benzene, toluene, and the d
logenated methanes were investigated. The rela
contribution from the anisotropic and isotropic compone
as defined by Eqs.~11a! and~11b! to each part of the FWM
signal is still being examined in order to further refine E
~17! for different polarization arrangements. Finally, for mo
ecules with large anisotropic polarizability, we showed th
the rotational dephasing signal may be stronger than
time-zero coherence spike.
Note added in proof.We have obtained higher resolutio
data for I2 which support our conclusions. We are also wo
ing on a full quantum simulation of these results. Resu
from these studies will be published elsewhere.39–42
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